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Welcome to yet another

issue of Pandory. In this

issue, we take a look at a

few different games, as

well as looking into the

world of  King of Fighters

and hacked versions of

the games. 
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Flea
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THERE IS ONLY ONE WINDJAMMERS
WORTH BRAGGING ABOUT!

DON'T SHOVE A CORK IN YOUR ASS!



Bal Cube is one of those games that looks at another game and instead of
just copying it outright like many others have done, embraces the original
game and creates a different experience yet retains that feeling of
something kind of familiar. 

Taking inspiration from classic games like Arkanoid, Bal Cube is a brick
breaking game with a difference. Bricks descend from the top of the screen
and you use your ball to break them. Once you have cleared a set you fill up
part of the cube on the left of the screen and another set of blocks comes
down from the top of the screen. Sounds simple enough, but Bal Cube offers
something unexpected. Instead of controlling a paddle to knock the ball up
screen you actually control the ball. At the bottom of the screen you have a
set of platforms that when you hit vanish and create a gap. Fall through the
gap and you lose a life and start from the beginning again. 

As you would expect the game also features power ups which you can collect
after breaking certain blocks. These can do things like speed up, slow down
or shrink the ball as well as a number of other things. The controls are pretty
responsive, the soundtrack is neither memorable or annoying and the
gameplay is fun and frustrating in equal measure. Do I prefer the game to
Arkanoid? I have to say no, but that doesn't stop this from being one of the
most entertaining and enjoyable brick breaking games around and also
worthy of at least 5 minutes of your time to see what it's all about. 

 

Metro Corporation

1996 - Arcade

BAL CUBEBAL CUBE
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GRAN SAID KEEP IT A SECRET



1992 was a special year, weekday mornings on the TV were filled with a Big
Breakfast and Tuesday evenings blessed us with GamesMaster wisdom. At
the cinema, Michelle Pfieffer gave boys a latex fetish, while Wayne and
Garth showed us how to party on!!! Later in the year, after we'd gotten
experienced with The Prodigy and were still feeling Rage Against The
Machine, a new science fiction game called Flashback: The Quest For Identity
was released for the Commodore Amiga. 
 
Flashback was created by the French company Delphine Software, who had
previously developed the classic Another World and were behind the all time
best game ever... Shaq-Fu! Now at this point I can hear the nerdy keyboard
warriors crying “But Flashback came out in 1993 in the UK!”, to which I can
only say “good call”. However, I had already written the 1992 scene setting
introduction when I discovered that so… Game on!

Flashback takes place in the year 2142 and you control amnesiac protagonist
Conrad B. Hart. We jump straight into the action with Conrad getting chased
on a flying bike and shot down in the hostile alien jungle of Titan (where
better to be shot down). He quickly finds a holocube which has a recording of
himself letting us know who he is and what he needs to do… Let the quest
for identity begin! It will be mine, oh yes, it will be mine!

 

Delphine Software

1992 

FLASH

     BACK
FLASH
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Gameplay wise Flashback shared more with Prince of Persia in terms of
platform exploration and action than the linear approach of its predecessor
Another World. This was combined with puzzle elements in the ‘point & click’
vein to drive the game forward, e.g find a thing, use the thing, get another
thing to move on. It could also be said that some of the battles in Flashback
were puzzles themselves, as without the right moves you would definitely
end up dead. Oh, and you would end up dead a lot! Flashback was a tough
game, though there were three difficulty settings with an easy mode for a
lighter challenge or expert mode for the hardcore. Are you mental!

What really set Flashback apart was its graphics, which combined
rotoscoped animation with a smart vector design to give the game a polished
cinematic look, particularly with the cutscenes that cleverly used simple
vector polygons to squeeze a bigger visual experience out of the early 90s
hardware. I originally had the Amiga version, but for this review I’ve been
playing the Sega Mega Drive version, because as the games designer Paul
Cuisset said “Flashback was a Mega Drive game, first and foremost”. Going
back and researching the game was interesting too, learning they had to
reverse engineer the 16-bit Mega Drive cartridge into a 24-bit one to enable
realisation of the ambitions they had for the game. 
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Replaying the game now is just as fun as the first time round. The controls
are responsive and the character movement is stunning. It still feels ultra
cool to sneak along, gun ready like Rick Deckard, before dropping down
between two baddies and blasting them one by one or just pistol whipping
them round the head. Yes it's unforgiving, one wrong move and you’re dead,
but it’s not unfair with the difficulty either, the more you play and explore,
the more you're rewarded. The soundtrack and effects are varied and help
create atmosphere, while the story actually has a thought out plot that
steers you through the game, a rarity in those days and OK yes it’s basically
a mashup of Total Recall, They Live, Blade Runner and The Running Man, but
that’s what helps make it such an "excellent" experience.

Flashbacks legacy lives on in the games it has influenced, such as Tomb
Raider or Uncharted or the retro styled platformers like Dead Cells. The game
itself has been re-released across all the main consoles in recent years
showing there is still a lot of love for Conrad and his adventure. There is an
open-source rewrite (REminiscence) which is definitely worth checking and a
HD remake which is not so worth checking. There's talk of a sequel due for
release next year, although a follow up called Fade To Black was released in
1995 which was also really good and of course don’t forget the awesome,
but totally unrelated, Shaq-Fu! 

To close it out, if you’ve never played Flashback then go and check it out. If
you did play it back in the day, then dig it out and play it again. It’s a true
classic which is just as enjoyable as it ever was and it still looks great…
Schwing!!! 

Delphine Software

1992 

FLASH

     BACK
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Written by Disfunktional
Written by Disfunktional  
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WHY ARE YOU SMILING DORIS?



IS THIS STILL

NOT OUT YET?

The Amazing Adventures of 

Mr Matt

'This advertisement was bought and paid for by the Mr Matt foundation, as far as Pandory Magazine is aware both <Matt>
and <Shanti> are made up characters and any resemblance to anyone living or dead or on discord is purely coincidental.'
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MY FACE SAYS IT ALL!MY FACE SAYS IT ALL!



Mazinger Z is probably based on an anime series by Toei Animation due to
the copyright on the start screen. In the game, you get to play as one of 3
different characters in nearly identical mechs as you take to the skies to
defend the Earth (probably) against a horde of evil robots/aliens or
something. 

As SHUMP's go, this has everything you would expect from a range of
different weapons you can pick up. You can power these up further by
picking up either red, blue or green pellets along the way dropped by
shooting certain robots in the levels. The red weapon is your standard
blaster, where your blue weapon splits the fire, whilst the green one seems
like a cross between the red and blue weapons. You can also hold the fire
button down to unleash a stronger attack, a bit like in R-Type but not as
powerful. There are also speed, bomb and health pickups to grab as well as
you play. 

MAZINGER

Z
MAZINGER

Z BanPresto

1994
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The characters whilst looking the same play slightly different to each other
with the bullets and specials all being different depending on which mech
you choose.  The results are much the same depending on whichever mech
you decided to play as. Fire weapons, kill enemies, dodge bullets, use your
bombs and die then rinse and repeat. 

The music I didn't even notice, it just played along in the background so I
guess it's not the worst. The sound effects are meh! at best, it really doesn't
do anything in the audio department. Visually the game looks okay with
some nice backgrounds and rotating enemy ships.  

The enemies in this game I presume are all from the anime, but to be honest
they didn't really stand out as such and could be from some generic build
your own SHUMP maker. The boss enemies also feel like a bit of a letdown,
either being bullet sponges or dying with ease. The balance of the game just
feels off to me and I have to say that Mazinger Z will have some fans of the
game, unfortunately, I am not one of them. As SHUMP's go, Mazinger Z just
feels like they took some basic crappy shooter made over a week and
slapped a license on it and released it to the world. 
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Not living the full 'CNUT' life? 
 

Want to be more of a 'Barsteward'?
 

Then why not consider a career as a 

BUS DRIVERBUS DRIVER

Drive off as people get near to the bus after running. 
 

Drive past people queuing whilst it rains. 
 

Become a right shithouse today!!

We will leave you there.



The mind is a funny old thing, sometimes you remember something being so
awesome you can't wait to revisit it once again, be it a film, book, piece of
music, starbar or something else. We as gamers tend to do this quite often,
especially when talking to others about a game that we used to play. Our
minds get all hazy and we remember things being far superior to we last
played them. That is definitely the case with Mortal Kombat 4, which I
remembered as being a pretty solid game. 

Imagine my surprise when I booted up the game to refresh my memory for
this issue and I was greeted with something completely different to what I
remembered from back in the day. Featuring a lot less characters than I
remember and graphics that look like something from the mid to late 80's
Mortal Kombat 4 is nothing short of a dumpster fire. The game only has 2
buttons (one punch and one to kick) the specials seemed to be hit and miss
but the games difficulty is still a bit of a Helo to say the least. The sound is
awful as well, if you choose to revisit one of the games in the series I would
suggest skipping this one and play one of the later games in the series.
 

Midway

1997

MORTAL
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The King of Fighters series of games is a well-loved series by many gamers
from the east, so it should come as no surprise that there are a crazy amount
of hacked versions of the mainline games and also the Dream/Ultimate
Battle versions of the games. 

Load up any stock Pandora box and you are inundated with around two
hundred of these hacked versions of the games, with absolutely no
information at all as to what is different about each one. So with that being
said I thought it would be useful to show some of the differences between a
couple of them and how to activate some of the features of these hacks over
the next two pages. 

*SNK, Sammy

90's - Present
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Pressing the C & D buttons at the same time enables you to change
characters from your current one to one of your teammates, repeat for
the third teammate.

Pressing the 'Start' button will make your character small
Kusanagi & Rugal are unlocked and available to play from the start
Start the fight with 5 power gauges available 

Rugal unlocked from the start

Rugal & Saisyu both unlocked from the start

Chizuru & Goenitz both unlocked from the start

 Orochi Chris, Orochi Iori, Orochi Leona, Orochi Shermie & Orochi Yashiro
all unlocked from the start.
Pressing Start you turn small
Start the fight with 3 power gauges available

 So just what do you do? Well, this actually........

The King of Fighters 2002 Magic Plus

The King of Fighters 2002 Plus

The King of Fighters '94 Boss

The King of Fighters '95 Boss

 The King of Fighters '96 Boss Hack

The King of Fighters '97 Plus

KOF 

THE
HACKS

KOF
THE
HACKS

The Buttons

 do what?

20



Increases Leona's power of all her moves

Iori, Krizalid & Kyo unlocked from the start. Krizalid has both his 1st and
2nd character forms unlocked.

Clone Zero & Kula both unlocked at the start

Igniz & Zero both unlocked at the start

Adel, Chizuru, Kyo Kusanagi, Maki, & Mukai all unlocked at the start
Start the fight with 3 power gauges available

The King of Fighters '98 Ultra Leona

The King of Fighters '99 Boss

The King of Fighters 2000 Plus

The King of Fighters 2001 Plus

The King of Fighters 2004 Plus

Most of the other King of Fighters hacks just unlock the boss characters from
the start or are just pallet swaps. The ones above seem to be the best ones I
have come across so far in my opinion. 
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For those of you that don't know how to play the game, a team of players
get together and pass the ball to each other before putting the ball into a
hoop and scoring points. Whilst also trying to stop the opposition from doing
the same by trying to steal the ball, those with the most points at the end of
the game wins, it really is easy to understand. The game is pretty popular
with quite a lot of women in Europe and the UK. They even have an
association set up to keep it all official and compete in many different
leagues and competitions around the world, but enough about Netball let's
talk about the game Basketball, the rules of which are near enough the
same.

Basketball is one of those sports that is as popular as apple pie to Americans,
it's a national pastime as men (not women?) try to get the ball in the hoop
and win the game. This version of the game however is a 1 on 1 affair which
in the arcade is played by using a trackball. This dumbass decided to play it
with a joystick instead. The game lasts for 3 minutes where your only
objective is to score as many points as you can, the game would be
entertaining still today with a trackball in short bursts, especially against
another human player. The sound is non-existent, the graphics are bad, the
gameplay isn't great but it still has a charm about it and its place in history.
The game is worth a look if you have a trackball, if not I would give it a miss.

Atari

1979 

BASKET

BALL
BASKET

BALL
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THE KING OF
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When most Western gamers think of fighting games they think of your
Street Fighter's, Mortal Kombat's, Tekken's, Smash Bros and a few others
being in the top tier of games that everyone has heard of. In the discussions,
I have had with fellow gamers most of the time 'King of Fighters' never really
gets a mention. King of Fighters, one of the biggest selling franchises of the
fighting genre and it doesn't seem to get the recognition it deserves. 

The number of releases and number of sales doesn't lie, the Western world
just doesn't seem to get the King of Fighters as the Eastern markets do, and
it seems that we still see it as many of us did back in the day (just like with
Fatal Fury) as a Street Fighter clone with a Ken wannabe front and centre as
one of the most popular characters. 

King of Fighters is more than this, much, much more. Peel off the paint and
take Street Fighter out of your mind and look at it with a fresh pair of eyes
and what lies beneath the surface is something different and dare I say it
....special. 

The first King of Fighters took some of the SNK characters from various
franchises such as Fatal Fury, Art of Fighting, Ikari Warriors and Psycho
Soldier and threw them all in an SNK character brawl for all type scenario.
One thing that this did was actually put a name to some of the characters
that you wouldn't have known. Did anyone know the names of the Ikari
Warriors before this? I have to say I didn't, further to the point I didn't
actually care either, as long as I got to shoot enemies in Ikari I was happy. 

 

KING OF

FIGHTERS 
KING OF

FIGHTERS

SNK & Various

90's - Present
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To say it is universally loved in the Eastern markets is an understatement,
appearing on 5 different Pachinko machines, manga, books, anime films,
card games and much more besides. 

There have been 33 games alone based on King of Fighters series for mobile
phones alone. Whilst some of these have been scaled down ports, we have
seen quite a few different game genres appear that you wouldn't expect to
see from rhythm games, reversi, volleyball and even a dating sim. 

The scary thing is we haven't even touched the surface yet with Drama cd's
also being a thing as well. Drama cd's (kind of like a book on tape) are pretty
popular in Japan, but are pretty much unheard of by most people around the
rest of the world. Each of these expand on the games lore in both cannon
and non-cannon depending on the release. 

KOF 

RANDOMS
KOF
RANDOMS
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King of Fighters Battle de Paradise, which is described
as a board game for the NeoGeo Pocket. So something
similar to Mario Party but not as good would be my
guess. No local multiplayer and a bit harder to see due
to the small size of the NeoGeo Pocket's screen. 

29

Quiz King of Fighters,  is a game I have started to play
many times only to quit as I realise that as all of the
the questions are in Japanese it is really hard to play,
especially as I don't know any Japanese at all.

King of Fighters: Kyo is a visual novel game which also
features turn-based battles. 

MMORPG King of Fighters Online, As one of the
fighters you get to run around, join parties, and
defeated dragons and other creatures if it's anything
like the other MMORPG's that I have tried.

SNK Heroines Tag Team Frenzy, a 2 on 2 tag team
brawler featuring only female versions of many of the
popular characters.
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WHERE
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KOF 
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Returning to their original arcade roots, SNK transferred the King of Fighters
from their brawlers and thrust them skywards giving them starring roles in
both KOF: Sky Stage and its sequel NeoGeo Heroes Ultimate Shooter. Seeing
the characters in a SHUMP is strange, yet pretty interesting at the same
time. I have to say after seeing them I have become curious about tracking
them down and giving them a go. Depending on the cost of course as I can
see the 2nd one being quite expensive as its a PSP release, the Sky Stage
game though is available on Xbox live for £6.75, although it has had mixed
reviews and I don't know if I can be arsed plugging the Xbox in. 
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The main King of Fighters games only spans 14 actual games so far, with a
15th game due sometime next year. This is really strange, as I can't think of
another game series that has way more spinoffs than actual mainline titles
apart from Mario. 

Starting with the first game in '94 the series has had its ups and downs over
the years. Arcades, PC's, consoles and handhelds, The King of Fighters series
has surely seen it all. It's quite remarkable that despite the bankruptcy of
SNK in  2001 and the subsequent purchase by Playmore. (who would later
change the company name to SNK Playmore from 2003-2016). In 2015 a
Chinese group called Leyou Technologies Holdings Limited would express an
interest in purchasing the company and dotted all the i's and crossed all the
t's in 2016. The first thing they did was dropped the Playmore name and
reintroduced the original slogan from the 90's "The Future is Now".
Something that I think we can all agree on is the right way to do things when
trying to bring a legendary gaming company back to its former glory.

A company that actually made games before the NeoGeo MVS and AES
days. Actually releasing their first game way back in 1978, and going on to
make a name for themselves with some great games during the '80s that
appeared in many arcades.  Games like Vanguard, TNK III, Alpha Mission,
P.O.W., Ikari Warriors and quite a few more which are also worth a look. 

If you just took the main games on their own, that is some serious output for
a fighting game series, passing heavyweights like Street Fighter, Tekken and
Virtua Fighter in the number of sequels. SNK have also taken a leaf out of
Capcom's book rereleasing their original games with a few tweaks, extra
characters and more and adding Ultimate/Dream Match/Evolution/Climax or
Rebout on the end. The Dream Match versions allow characters who have
been killed off in previous games to return and fight against new opponents.
It's a pretty interesting way of doing things to breath life into a version of
the game and also works as fan service to those disappointed that their
favourite character has been killed off.  

 

THE KING OF

FIGHTERS
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So with easily over 60+ games created and more planned for the future I
think it is pretty safe to say that the King of Fighters series isn't going
anywhere for a while just yet. Maybe one day SNK will have that
breakthrough and they will finally get the recognition that they deserve.
Street Fighter 2 came out in 1991, that's now 30 years ago, so maybe now is
the time that we stop comparing the two franchises and look at King of
Fighters not as just another fighting game clone or Street Fighter rip off but
as what it is, one of the most successful fighting game franchises that has
branched out further than many other games could ever dream off. 

The King of Fighters is a series that not only has gone through many ups and
downs but has managed somehow to stay relevant and looks like it will
remain around for a long time to come if the latest owners of SNK have their
way. Maybe King of Fighters 15 could be the game that pushes the series to
the forefront of people's minds, the one that can break the mould and fight
for its place as the true King of Fighters, only time will tell.
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Duke & Shuko unlocked from the start

Pressing the D button changes the weapon
Levels are in a different order to the original game (Shock Troopers 2)

Pressing D cycles through all the weapons in the game as well as the
unused flame shot. 
Pressing 'Start' will turn you fat (in game only, not in real life)

Unlocked Byakki and Okuni to play as. 
In the stage select you can select the stages of USA and Brazil

Geese, Goenitz, Orochi Iori, Mars People, Dan, Demitri, Violent Ken and
Zero all playable.

I figured not everyone likes the King of Fighters series, so I thought I best
hook you other guys up with some information on other hacked games.

Double Dragon Plus

Lansquenet 2004

 Metal Slug 5 Plus

Sengoku 3 Plus

SNK vs. Capcom: SVC Chaos Plus

EVEN

MORE

HACKS

EVEN

MORE

HACKS

Yackety

Yack use

that Hack!
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Work that pole baby!



EXPERIENCE MULTIPLAYER 
LIKE NEVER BEFORE!



Namco
1988 - PC Engine

ORDYNEORDYNE
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Orgyne is one of those kinda cute colourful looking shooters, (but not that
cute looking) don't let its looks fool you though as underneath the happy
shiny looking characters and graphics is a game that is a horrible beast. The
gameplay is pretty simple and plays just like most other sidescrolling
shumps. After shooting some enemies some crystals will drop from the last
one. You will need to grab these so that you can spend them in the shop
during the level. 

In the shops, you have the option to buy one of three items. These can be
something like weapons or speed up. The annoying thing about the weapons
that you buy is that they only last a short amount of time, which isn't really
all that helpful, especially if you just reach the boss of the stage only for
your weapon to run out. You also lose your weapon if you die as well. I have
to say that Ordyne was one of those games that I wanted to like, however,
something about it just felt off.  I can't quite put my finger on what it is that I
made me not enjoy the game.  It could it be the slowish pace and limited
weapons, it could be that it just doesn't seem to grab you like many other
sidescrollers. Either way, Ordyne is one of those games that looks fun, but
sadly is average at best.

Skate



I LIKE TO PLAY WHILST
BROWSING ONLINE



Namco
1989 - Arcade

BURNING
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If I was going to have to compare Burning Force to any game the closest
comparison would be a bargain-basement version of Space Harrier. In the
first stage, you will be on your speeder bike which can only move from left to
right. Luckily as you progress further you get an upgrade which sees your
bike get an upgrade making it into a spaceship that can also travel up and
down. This is where the game starts to feel more fun, add in that you also
get to face bosses whilst in this form as well and it does start to feel like fun. 

This wouldn't be a problem if your ship wasn't taken away and you are back
to riding the bike for the start of the next area. If this wasn't the case then I
would rate the game higher as just pressing fire and moving left to right
after being able to also move up and down feels like a slap in the face. 

The game does feature different weapon pickups such as lasers, wide and
another that escapes my memory. You also have a limited stock of missiles
as well. If the game ran quicker and allowed you to stay in the ship form this
would have been an amazing game, unfortunately, this is a case of what
could have been, which is a shame as it could have been so much more. 
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Visco

1992 - Arcade

BLOCK
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Block Carnival or Thunder & Lightning 2 depending on your region or what the
dip switches on the machine you are playing is set to (You can toggle the
name in the settings) is a ball-breaking game similar to Arkanoid (in that you
have to break stuff with a ball). 

The reason for the dual names could be that America received the first
Thunder & Lightning game both the Arcade and the Nes/Famicom whilst the
rest of the world strangely didn't. I am not 100% sure if this is the case
though, but it is the most logical one that I can think of.

As you would expect the game features power-ups, these can be unlocked by
hitting one of the vehicles that travel across the middle of the screen. 

The game is bonkers to say the least, instead of bricks you have to break food
items, fish, spaceships and more.  One level sees you trying to destroy two
burgers that you can only break by hitting them on the side. 

or Thunder & Lightining 2

The game is pretty short but still fun. As
far as brick-breaking games go, the
controls are pretty responsive, the levels
make a difference from just blocks. Also
controlling a balding middle-aged guy
instead of a bat is a novel idea as well,
and I am afraid to say it but it works. If
you are a fan of this style of game, then
Block Carnival/Thunder & Lightning 2 is
worth checking out.
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Bang Bang Ball is a puzzle game with a story, the story is some rats have
kidnapped your girlfriend and you must venture through 30+ rooms banging
balls and beating bosses. The game sees you playing as a totally cool and
awesome mouse with a backwards hat and a skateboard. (Just like me in
Fatal Fury cap in the picture) You start each level with a certain coloured ball
in your hands and must throw it at another ball the same colour to make it
vanish. Clear all the balls in the time limit and you goto the next stage, pretty
simple really. 

That being said, the game does offer a challenge, with level 23 causing me
no end of problems. The game features a few different things that make the
game either easier or harder as you play. One item changes all the balls to
one colour which can make a level completable in an instant. Then there is
another one that split's all the balls so they bounce around the level. If one of
the balls hits you then you lose a section of your health bar. 4 hits and you
start the level again from the beginning. So many levels in for some
unknown reason the game switches to the floor being covered in ice. No
reason is given for this and it only lasts for about 3 stages or so before
returning back to the normal flooring. It really is quite puzzling, one glitch I
found was if I pressed anything after completing a stage everything would
slow down to a crawl. So if you do play the game make sure you don't touch
anything from finishing the level to the mouse going to the next level. 
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1996 - arcade

FAT ASS!!

FAT ASS!!  
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IT'S A CORKING EXPERIENCE



9 - Neo Turf Masters - NeoGeo

The year is 1995, neighbourhoods are in chaos. Bloods, Crips, Chavs, Bag heads
and other street gangs are waging war for territory. The only problem is territory is
getting scarce and the only turf yet to be claimed is the golf course. In Turf Masters
join one of your favourite gangs and wage war on the others to capture all 18 holes
and finally the clubhouse to claim the turf as your own. 

With a wide range of characters and a selection of various weapons with names
like the 'Wood', 'The Iron', 'The Driver' and 'The Putter' you have a wide selection at
hand to keep you entertained as you strive for total domination. 

This month's Top 10 games comes to us courtesy of Pandora Place and Mub Hub
Discord member Jonny Civic. He's Irish, a bit of a mentalist but always willing to
help. So this list is probably going to have a few weird picks this time. 
True Fact: He got his name after everyone on his estate started shouting abuse at
him because of his shitty car. 

My Top 10 Games:My Top 10 Games:   
Jonny HondaJonny Honda

10 - Blade - PS1

One day the Blade 'Wesley Snipes' get's a huge tax bill, unable to pay it he sets out
to sort the problem the only way he knows how. Wielding a sword our Wes (good
mate of mine) travels deep into the underworld of the tax office and wages war
against the vampiric tax collectors. Will Wes solve his money issues or will the evil
tax collectors get their way? 

Spoiler: Wes kills them all and instead of being hailed as a hero he gets  3 years in
prison!! Setting up the storyline for the sequel 'Blade 2: Judgement Day' 
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7 - Streets of Rage - Megadrive

The first Streets of Rage game arrived in homes kicking and screaming demanding
to be played, and we all listened and played the crap out of it. Side-scrolling beat
'em' ups had a new contender to challenge for the crown. The sequel however
would take the best bits from the first game and improve on them making a more
rounded and enjoyable experience overall, with a thumping soundtrack, great
gameplay and fantastic visuals (for the time at least) it's no surprise that this game
is remembered so fondly by many gamers. 

My Top 10 Games:My Top 10 Games:   
Jonny HondaJonny Honda
8 - Samurai Showdown - NeoGeo

Who doesn't like cooking shows? Based on the hit reality TV series of the same
name, Samurai Showdown sees amateur chefs compete to make Japanese meals
for the Shogun. Will they make it through to the next round? Will their rice balls are
hard and inedible, live the show in this cooking game from the makers of cannibal
cooking game 'Cooking Mama'. 

He

Your making

me angry

again!!

IT'S YOU'R
E, Y

OU

STUPID STREET!!

You used this last month
You used this last month

in Wicked's Top 10in Wicked's Top 10  
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6 - Simpsons - Arcade

Michael Jackson was in an episode of the Simpsons, end transmission.

5 - Flimbo's Quest - Commodore 64

Playing as the titular Flimbo you wake up one morning to find that you have been
delivered a Commodore 64 by mistake instead of a sexy Spectrum 48k with rubber
keys, fantastic graphics, awesome games and a cool black look. So your task is to
set out to the local branch of Dixon's to complain about this travesty. 

Along the way, you have to deal with many issues such as wanker bus drivers who
will do their best to stop you from getting on the bus. People with clipboards with
stupid questionnaires blocking the way to the store. Then when you finally reach
the store you meet the store manager from hell who doesn't want to take the
Commodore 64 back as he has stolen the Spectrum for himself. Will you be
victorious and claim your rightful micro-computer?  

LO

Isn't the simp your
Isn't the simp your

nickname your dad
nickname your dad

gave you as a kid?
gave you as a kid?



4 - Super Mario World - Snes

As Mario your job is to journey across various stages wreaking havoc and causing
trouble until you get to Bowser's castle, once there your job is simple to beat up
Bowser and kidnap his girlfriend, Princess Peach, killing many innocent creatures
along the way and enslaving the last living dinosaur in existence and making his
very life a living hell. That Mario is one heck of a shitbag, Miyamoto has a lot to
answer for and deserves to be taken to court for releasing this murder sim on the
world.

My Top 10 Games:My Top 10 Games:   
Jonny HondaJonny Honda

3 - Twisted Metal - Playstation

As far as realistic racers go Twisted Metal hit's the nail on the head. With tight
controls, a range of different characters with unique vehicles and a wide variety of
weapons that you can freely purchase from most corner shops in Moss Side. The
aim of the game is to drive around blowing up traffic wardens and speed cameras
whilst making sure the dibble don't pull you over for speeding and killing innocent
people by accident. (Traffic Wardens are like Bus Drivers but not as wankerish). You
get points as you race around the streets and the person with the most laps and
kills wins. 

IT'S A MEHELIO!

YOSHI

Poor Yoshi!!

Poor Yoshi!!

Su



1 - Virtua Striker 2 - Dreamcast

Fifa has the monopoly on football games, so instead of checking out this old and
dated game with no named footballers insight and made by a company who died
on their ass many many years ago and just shove out crap game after crap game
instead of giving us Kid Chameleon 2.

Seriously though, Virtua Striker 2 is the follow up to the successful Virtua Striker, a
game renowned for its gameplay, tense action and overall experience. The story
follows Neil as he goes in search of his next cause to join and strike against the evil
overlords and stand up for the poor workers. As the lead striker, you get to organise
picket lines,  push back against the police and tell the Tory wankers where to go all
from the comfort of your own home. 

2 - Mortal Kombat - Arcade

Mortal Kombat (or Mortal Combat to give it the correct spelling) is a fighting game
that many people love. So it's not really surprising that it's on this list, personally
though I would have picked the 2nd game, but as it's not my list I guess Reptile
loses and Wicked  Jonny Honda Win's a flawless victory. 

My Top 10 Games:My Top 10 Games:   
Jonny HondaJonny Honda
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I CAN'T WAIT

TO BUY THE 

VHS TAPE!

The Amazing Adventures of 

Mr Matt

'This advertisement was bought and paid for by the Mr Matt foundation, as far as Pandory Magazine is aware both <Matt>
and <Shanti> are made up characters and any resemblance to anyone living or dead or on discord is purely coincidental.'
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From body to cool box in minutes for instant cash!!
SELL PARTS TODAY!!

Buying and selling body parts needn't be complicated.

Webuyanypart.com

Our operators are on
'Hand', to give you a
'Leg' up to get your
'Foot' in the door.
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Think I am a top banana!!

Pandory Patron/Legend
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The guys over at Team Pandory have made a few changes to their Patreon page, and as I owe them a favour
after pinching their name and them hosting the magazine on their webpage I think it's only fair to do this.

They have adjusted the tiers available, (Stolen Axel Adult's picture) and added a new tier. The highest tier
rewards patrons with free awesome stuff in exchange for some rubbish monies that you don't really want.

These include some of the items pictured below, I have to be honest the cup looks pretty sweet.
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Like the magazine? Want some cool merch to wear?
Well you are in luck as we have overpriced products available on Red Bubble and TeeSpring. I am looking into
sourcing cheaper but quality options. 

#RIPOFF MERCH

CLICK THIS LINK FOR  

CLICK THIS  LINK FOR  
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zERO BUYS!!zERO BUYS!!  

wELL DONEwELL DONE

https://my-store-be4d8a.creator-spring.com/listing/pandory-magazine-shirt
https://www.redbubble.com/people/pandorymagazine/works/86555334-outside-sucks?asc=u
https://www.redbubble.com/people/pandorymagazine/works/86555334-outside-sucks?asc=u
https://www.redbubble.com/people/pandorymagazine/works/86555334-outside-sucks?asc=u
https://my-store-be4d8a.creator-spring.com/listing/pandory-magazine-shirt
https://my-store-be4d8a.creator-spring.com/listing/pandory-magazine-shirt
https://my-store-be4d8a.creator-spring.com/listing/pandory-magazine-shirt
https://my-store-be4d8a.creator-spring.com/listing/pandory-magazine-shirt


WHEN YOU DON'T WANT
THE SHAME OF BUBBLES
IN THE TUB? 



Link

#PAST ISSUES Developer: FleaSixty
Year: 2021

Past Issues

Link

Click Me

Enjoying Pandory Magazine but started a bit late and missed some issues?
Then just click the link on the right hand side, if you want to show some love
then feel free to click the buy me a coffee link in the bottom right of this page.

Are you not 

entertained??

https://www.buymeacoffee.com/PandoryMagazine
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/PandoryMagazine
https://www.mobygames.com/company/ecogames-sl
https://pg3d-hax.uk/pandory-magazine/
https://pg3d-hax.uk/pandory-magazine/


#END OF THE ISSUE
If you would like to submit anything, from Top 10 Games, Game fan art pictures, feedback or anything else
(apart from bills) then please message me either on:

 the twitters @MagazinePandora

email ThePandoraMagazine@gmail.com

Swing by my YouTube channel soon as well as I may have a few videos popping up shortly that you may like.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxB16X2FBgVV33E5L7wg_1Q

Until next time, 

Keep playing, keep continuing and most importantly have fun.

Regards,
Flea

bIG SHOUT OUT TO dYSENTERY FOR

bIG SHOUT OUT TO dYSENTERY FOR

WRITING THE FLASHBACK PIECE!!

WRITING THE FLASHBACK PIECE!!

wORLD OF cORKS sPONSORED THISwORLD OF cORKS sPONSORED THIS
ISSUE, YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FORISSUE, YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR

ALL YOUR CORKING NEEDS.ALL YOUR CORKING NEEDS.


